ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL AT308
CALIBRE
.308 Winchester (short action)

WEIGHT
5.8kg (12.8lb)
with empty magazine, no scope,
24” barrel, no muzzle brake

DIMENSIONS
Full length: 1125mm x 180mm x 100mm
Stock folded: 890mm x 180mm x 145mm
with 24” barrel, no muzzle brake, no rails

BASE MODELS

COLOURS

Proofed steel action featuring AI’s patent
pending Quickloc quick release barrel
system, bolted and bonded to aluminium
chassis

Fixed stock

Stockside colours:

20 MOA STANAG 4694 / Mil Std 1913
action and forend rail

Pistol grip

6 lug, 60° bolt with AI combat proven leaf
spring extractor

20 MOA STANAG 4694 / Mil Std 1913
action rail

3 position safety

Double chamber standard muzzle brake

Two stage trigger adjustable for trigger
weight between 1.5 and 2kg

User manual

FEATURES

Detachable 10-round double stack
magazine - can also be top loaded though
the rifle ejection port

Standard adjustable cheekpiece
Fixed buttpad with spacers
Flush cup sling attachment points

1 x 10 round double stack magazine

BLACK

ACCESSORIES
GREEN

PALE BROWN

with black metalwork.
Barrels are finished in Cerakote Elite
Midnight, a black, ultra high performace
ceramic polymer firearm coating

Night vision mount with STANAG 4694 /
Mil std 1913 rail
Thumbhole stocksides

FACTORY BARREL
OPTIONS

Bipods

20” or 24” plain or threaded barrel for AI
muzzle brake, 26” threaded barrel for AI
muzzle brake 1 in12 twist

Handstop with sling loop and flush cup

OPTIONS

Transit cases

Left side folding stock

Cleaning kits

Tactical threaded double chamber muzzle
brake for AI suppressor

ACCURACY INTERNATIONAL

STANAG 4694 / Mil std 1913 accessory
rails to attach to AI’s patented KeySlot™
mounting system

AI bipod and Harris bipod mount
Suppressor
Slings
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